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Abstract
As for the offshore wind farm connected multiterminal high-voltage direct current

system, this paper proposes the new droop control scheme for onshore converters

with active power limitation and dc voltage limitation, and then the simulation results

with three-terminal high-voltage direct current system model are shown.
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1 BACKGROUND

Wind farms (WFs) have been increasingly introduced in

order to reduce environmental load. High-voltage direct cur-

rent (HVDC) power transmission and multiterminal HVDC

(MTDC) power transmission draw attention as means to trans-

mit power generated by WFs to onshore grids.1–4 In Japan,

too, technical development of WF-connected MTDC (WF-

MTDC) systems has advanced1; particularly, the authors have

studied control and protection of multivendor WF-MTDC

systems.5–10 One of the issues in WF-MTDC operation is

power flow control within dc grids. Power generated by a WF

is constantly changing with wind conditions, and WF-MTDC

systems should provide flexible and autonomous control of

power received at the onshore side according to WF out-

put variation, while meeting operational constraints of both

onshore and dc systems. There are a number of methods for

power flow control within dc grids, such as master-slave con-

trol and voltage droop control, to set operating characteristics

of active power and dc voltage at the onshore side.11 With

these methods, commands of active power and dc voltage as

well as droop slope, and other parameters are sent to onshore

terminals, and each terminal operates autonomously accord-

ing to these commands so as to realize power flow control in

the whole dc grid.

However, constraints on received power at the onshore side

cannot be taken into account using only existing methods such

as master-slave control and voltage droop control. In addition,

command values needed to set master-slave control and volt-

age droop control are different for each method, while from

the operator’s standpoint, switching among multiple opera-

tion schemes should be possible by just modifying command

values.

In this context, the present paper proposes a new method of

droop control with limitation of active power and dc voltage,

and reports on evaluation results obtained through simulations

on a three-terminal HVDC system.

2 POWER DISPATCH CONTROL
IN WF-MTDC

2.1 Configuration example of WF-MTDC
An example of WF-MTDC configuration is shown in

Figure 1. This configuration is a three-terminal WF-MTDC

in which an offshore WF is connected via terminal WF

to two terminals A and B at the onshore side. WF-MTDC

is provided with a central control system that performs

centralized control of the entire system. In this configura-

tion, the terminals A and B are also connected by dc so

that the three terminals form a loop. Modular multilevel

converter (MMC) featuring easy voltage upgrade and low

harmonic content is assumed as the ac-dc converter in the

substation.
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F I G U R E 1 Example of WF-MTDC

2.2 Operating characteristics of active power
and dc voltage
WF power output continuously fluctuates with wind con-

ditions. Thus, in WF-MTDC operation, dc voltage at the

onshore side must be appropriately controlled according to

fluctuations of power fed from offshore WF, and power dis-

patch control is necessary to appropriately distribute active

power received at each terminal depending on the operation

conditions of the onshore grid.

In WF-MTDC, power dispatch control in dc grid is real-

ized through an autonomous decentralized control scheme in

which constant power control (automatic active power reg-

ulator [APR]) following WF output is applied to the off-

shore terminals, while each onshore terminal is controlled

autonomously based on assigned operating characteristics of

active power and dc voltage. With regard to operating char-

acteristics of active power and dc voltage, there are following

three basic control strategies11:

• master slave method (MSM),

• voltage margin method: (VMM),

• voltage droop method: (VDM).

First, we will discuss MSM. Reference voltage of dc grid

is set by applying constant dc voltage operation (dc auto-

matic voltage regulator [DCAVR]) to one of onshore termi-

nals, while the other onshore terminals are operated with APR

to control power flow in the dc grid. In this method, power

inflow/outflow at DCAVR terminal equals the total of power

inflow/outflow at the other terminals. In so doing, only one

DCAVR terminal is set, as a rule, in a MTDC system because

coexistence of two or more DCAVR terminals would bring

about interference.

Next, we will consider VMM. With this strategy, each

terminal switches between DCAVR mode and APR mode

depending on self-terminal dc voltage. A feature of VMM

control is that to switch between DCAVR and APR modes, dc

voltage is set differently for each terminal. Due to the different

setting of reference voltage at each terminal, even in case of

DCAVR terminal drop, another terminal takes over DCAVR

operation to re-establish reference voltage of dc grid. In so

doing, reference voltage changes discretely.

Finally, we will discuss about VDM. This is a control strat-

egy to provide a droop to operating characteristics of self-

terminal dc voltage and active power. As distinct from the two

control methods described above, reference voltage of dc grid

is not established by DCAVR terminal; instead, power flow

control in dc grid is performed while moderately changing

dc voltage in the entire system. In VMM, reference voltage

changes stepwise, while in VDM, dc voltage changes contin-

uously according to the droop characteristic of each terminal.

MSM, VMM, and VDM have respective merits and

demerits, but in literature,12 for example, VDM strategy is

acknowledged as the most suitable for power flow control in

WF-MTDC.

• With MSM, there is a risk of total system shutdown in case

of DCAVR terminal drop.

• With VMM, dc voltage to switch between DCAVR and

APR modes must be gradually shifted across all onshore

terminals. Therefore, operational range of dc voltage

increases with more onshore terminals. For example, in

case of 10 onshore terminals and reference voltage shift of

0.03 pu, operational range of dc voltage has to be expanded

to 0.03 × (10 – 1) = 0.27 [pu].

In addition to the three mentioned strategies, there are many

other approaches to operating characteristics of active power

and dc voltage, such as multistage MSM and dead-band VDM

etc.13–15

3 DROOP CONTROL WITH
LIMITATION OF ACTIVE POWER
AND DC VOLTAGE

3.1 Proposed operating characteristics
This study re-examined droop characteristics with limitation

of active power and dc voltage as operating characteristics

that make it possible to obtain setting parameters from a cen-

tralized control system that covers the entire MTDC, and to

switch over among control strategies such as MSM, VMM,

and VDM. Droop control characteristics with limitation of

active power and dc voltage are illustrated in Figure 2.

With the droop characteristics in Figure 2, operating char-

acteristics are defined by the following seven parameters.

These parameters are values that can be set online from a

centralized control system:

• reference operating point (PREF, VDCREF),

• droop control slope (KDR),

• upper/lower limit of active power (PLLIM, PULIM),
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F I G U R E 2 Droop control characteristics with active power (P)

limitation and DC voltage (VDC) limitation

T A B L E 1 Example of setting parameters of proposed droop

control

Inputs Case (a) Case (b) Case (c)
PREF 0.0 1.0 0.0

VDCREF 1.0 1.0 1.0

KDR 0.0 ∞ 2.0

PULIM ∞ ∞ 0.1

PLLIM –∞ 0.0 –0.1

VDCULIM 1.0 1.1 1.12

VDCLLIM 1.0 0.9 0.88

• upper/lower limit of dc voltage (VDCLLIM, VDCULIM).

In addition, capacity constraint on received power in the

onshore grid side, operating range of dc voltage, and other

settings can be realized via constraint on upper/lower limit of

received power on the onshore grid side, upper/lower limit

of dc voltage, etc. Moreover, MSM, VMM, and VDM can

be modified online through parameter settings. An example

of parameter settings is given in Table 1, and correspond-

ing operating characteristics are illustrated in Figure 3. Here

all parameters are in per unit. For example, DCAVR charac-

teristics can be imitated by setting equal values for VDCREF,

VDCULIM, VDCLLIM as in Case (a), while APR mode can be

imitated by setting equal values for PREF, PULIM, PLLIM as

in Case (b). In contrast, when voltage limits VDCULIM and

VDCLLIM are set differently at each terminal, even if some

terminal drops, another terminal takes over voltage determi-

nation to re-establish reference voltage in dc grid, as with

VMM. Besides, the range of received power at the onshore

side can be restricted by setting PULIM and PLLIM in droop

characteristics.

3.2 Droop control with limitation of active
power and dc voltage
In order to reflect droop characteristics with limitations of

active power and dc voltage in converter control, droop

F I G U R E 3 Example of operation characteristics of proposed

droop control

control with limitations of active power and dc voltage is

added to MMC converter control at the onshore side.

First, let us explain MMC converter control. In this paper,

MMC converter control, including current control system,

capacitor voltage control, and other elements, is configured

based on literature.16–18 For this reason, detailed explanations

are omitted, and description of MMC converter control is kept

to a minimum. In MMC converter control, active power com-

mand P*, reactive power command Q*, and other operation

commands are obtained, and AC voltage command VAC
* and

dc voltage command VDC
* are calculated so that converter

outputs P* and Q*. Then, based on VAC* and VDC
*, activation

pulses for MMC unit cells are calculated in PWM control and

sent to the unit cells.

Next, let us explain droop control with limitations of active

power and dc voltage with reference to Figure 4. First, offset

ΔVDC
* of dc voltage command is determined based on active

power Pdet detected on converter’s dc side (PA, PB in Figure 1)

and setting parameters of droop control with active power/dc
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F I G U R E 4 MMC control block with proposed droop control

F I G U R E 5 ΔVDC
* calculation

F I G U R E 6 Model grid

voltage limitations. As shown in Figure 5, ΔVDC
* is obtained

with respect to operating point (PREF, VDCREF) and operat-

ing characteristics, specifically, as the deviation from VDCREF

when active power Pdet flows. Next, ΔVDC
* is added to dc

voltage command VDC
* of MMC control to obtain VDC

**.

Based on the dc voltage commands VAC
* and VDC

**, activa-

tion pulses for MMC unit cells are calculated in PWM control

and sent to the unit cells. Thus, droop control with limitations

of active power and dc voltage is realized.

4 SIMULATIONS

4.1 Model system
The model grid is shown in Figure 6, and its parameters are

listed in Table 2. Maximum output of offshore WF is 500 MW.

All converters are assumed as MMCs rated at power output

T A B L E 2 Model grid parameters

Parameters Value Unit
WF maximum power 500 MW

Converter rated capacity 528 MVA

Converter rated power 500 MW

Rated DC voltage 500 kV

DC line length 100 km

DC line resistance 0.01 Ω/km

DC line inductance 0.29 mH/km

DC line capacitance 0.20 uF/km

T A B L E 3 Setting parameters of P-VDC control characteristics in

this simulation

Inputs Terminal A Terminal B Unit
PREF 0.4 ⇒ 0.7 0.2 ⇒ 0.3 [pu]

VDCREF 1.0 1.0 [%VDCpu/%Ppu]

KDR 2.0 20.0 [pu]

PULIM 0.6 ⇒ 0.8 0.201 ⇒ 0.4 [pu]

PLLIM 0.0 0.0 [pu]

VDCULIM 1.12 1.1 [pu]

VDCLLIM 0.88 0.9 [pu]

of 500 MW and dc voltage of 500 kV; WF is imitated by a

current source. Each of the three dc cables is 100 km long. The

following explanations are in per unit, 500 MW and 500 kV

defined as 1.0 pu.

4.2 Simulation conditions
Simulations were conducted in this study with WF output

surge and varied parameters of active power/dc voltage in

order to evaluate operation of substations with respect to oper-

ating characteristics set in droop control. Specifically, PWF0

was abruptly increased from 0.6 to 1.0 pu at the moment

t = 0.5 s, and active power/dc voltage parameters were

changed at the moment t = 2.0 s. Parameters of active power

and dc voltage at terminals A and B are given in Table 3. In the

table, parameter changes at t = 2.0 s are shown by the arrows.

The changes in power received at terminals A and B and

in dc voltage as assumed in the simulations are explained in

Figure 7. The diagrams illustrate active power and dc volt-

age characteristics at terminals A and B in each time slice,

namely, (a) initial state, (b) after WF output surge, (c) after

change in active power and dc voltage. Operating points of

terminals A and B in each time slice are shown by trian-

gles and circles, respectively. With converter loss, dc line

transmission loss, and voltage drop ignored at each terminal,

respective operating points can be derived from the relations

VDCA = VDCB = VDC, and PWF0 = PA + PB.
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F I G U R E 7 P-VDC control characteristics in each period [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Based on the operating characteristics of Figure 7, steady-

state active power and dc voltage assumed in the simulations

are shown along the time axis in Figure 8. Instantaneous value

analysis was performed to check how the assumed results of

Figure 8 compare with the simulated results.

4.3 Simulation results and discussion
The simulation results are presented in Figure 9. The graphs

show, top to bottom, active power received from dc grid at

each terminal and dc bus voltage; the symbols correspond

to those in Figure 6. First, when the surge of WF output at

t = 0.5 s, it results in changes of active power and dc voltage

at each terminal. At the moment t = 2.0 s, PA is 0.62 pu

and PB is 0.37 pu; as compared to the assumed results of

Figure 8, the error is greater for PB (0.03 pu). The errors

can be explained by the fact that the results of Figure 8

are calculated using a model ignoring losses in converters

and dc cables as well as voltage drop. The same pertains

F I G U R E 8 Assumed changes of P and VDC [Color figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 9 Simulation results of P and VDC [Color figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

to convergence at 5.0 s after operating characteristics were

changed at 2.0 s. In addition, the assumed results in Figure 8

do not involve control response, control interference between

the terminals, etc. On the other hand, these factors are

involved in the instantaneous-value analysis; thus, follow-up

delays of 1-2 s after the changes of WF output and operating

parameters can be seen in Figure 9, but the values eventually

converge to those assumed in Figure 8.

The simulations with WF output surge and changes in

active voltage/dc power confirmed that substations operate
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according to the operating characteristics set in droop control

with limitations of active power and dc voltage.

5 CONCLUSION

In WF-MTDC power flow control, it is desirable to pro-

vide autonomous decentralized control at onshore terminals

according to WF output fluctuations, and to adjust onshore

operating characteristics to commands from a centralized con-

trol system. In this context, the present paper proposed droop

control with limitation of active power and dc voltage; the

proposed control supports constraints on power received by

onshore grid, and makes it possible to switch over among

operation modes (MSM, VMM, and VDM) simply by chang-

ing command values. In addition, an instantaneous value anal-

ysis model of a three-terminal HVDC system was built to ver-

ify whether substations operate according to operating char-

acteristics set in the droop control with limitation of active

power and dc voltage. Simulations with WF output surge and

changes of active power/dc voltage characteristics confirmed

that all substations operate according to the set characteristics.

Effectivity of the proposed droop control was confirmed

via simulations with the parameters listed in Table 3. How-

ever, in real operation, the parameters of Table 3 must be set

with regard to abrupt changes of WF output as well as faults in

ac and dc grids. In addition, depending on the operating con-

ditions, operating points are not necessarily determinable by

only means of droop characteristic settings, and combination

with WF output curtailment may be required. We will further

explore methods to calculate settings of droop characteristics

for arbitrary operating conditions as well as combining droop

control with WF output curtailment.

Results of this study were obtained in the framework of

a project commissioned by the New Energy and Industrial

Technology Development Organization (NEDO).
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